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Just strumming along... 
Greg Merrill sings for his drink at the Cellar's weekly Wednesday "Open 
Mic Night." Audience members are invited (and sometimes recruited) to 
participate. 
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I understand that ASUPS is somehow return of the keys. She has not yet set an 
amount for the reward going to be responsible for this," said 
Gawne of the cost for re-keying. 
Sadler could not be reached for 
comment on the incident. 
Currently, the president and vice 
president each receive a set of master 
keys for ASUPS offices, and a set is 
kept in the ASB office. Those are the 
only sets of masters for student offices 
outside of Security. 
"The responsibility the university has 
given to ASB executives is great. It is an 
awful responsibility and trust. I can't 
think of a time when that right has been 
misused," said Gawne. 
Students who frequent the Union are 
asked to watch out for the keys and turn 
them in to Security or the ASB office if 
founu. students are also asked to exercise 
caution in using the building, avoiding 
leaving offices unattended, and to keep an 
eye out for unusual people or missing Dave Harlan 
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Lack of responsibility 
cited in Senator recall 
By Caitlin J. Moughon "It goes from there into elections," 
N . Nelick continued. According to Nelick, 
"Open your SUB to mc" 
Union master keys misplaced 
By Amy Stephenson 	 keying of the building will cost from objects.
:,. ..i.. .cc..... 
If a lost set of keys isn't found by 
tomorrow, locks to most of the ASUPS 
offices in the Union will have to be 
completely replaced. 
The keychain, misplaced by outgoing 
Vice President Mimi Dega, had master 
keys for ASUPS offices. The chain is on 
a white clip with a metal Gamma Phi 
Beta tag, a neon-yellow ribbon, and 
approximately twelve keys. It was last 
seen in the servery of the Union's Food 
Service. 
"The keys were just lost Monday," 
said Gillian Gawne, ASUPS president. 
"Mimi and Ken are going through a 
transition phase, that's why she still had 
her keys." 
A memo was circulated throughout the 
Union on Wednesday, alerting building 
users to the loss. 
If the ke.ys are not found by tomorrow, 
the building will be re-keyed. 
Gawne said she was told by Bruce 
Sadler, Director of Security, that re- 
Swartwood was "trusted with a polling 
booth" and "left equipment unattended.. 
we nearly had to cancel the entire 
election." 
"To do it in the first place is stupid 
and irresponsible. To lie about it is 
intolerable," said Kean. 
"I can't deny that I was somewhat 
negligent," Swartwood said of the 
incident but she questioned its 
significance. "There were only five 
ballots in it (the box)," she said. 
Swartwood also said that she was 
"already trying to improve my act. 
before I received the letter." 
The process of recall is handled by the 
judicial branch of ASUPS, Honor Court. 
If the court decides the motion is 
justified, 10% of the student body must 
agree in a general election to complete 
the process. 
Nelick said that "progress has been a 
little bit tied up this week," but that he 
will talk to Associate Dean of Students 
Kathy Witt on Friday "about the proper 
channels." 
Nelick will "start out of the blocks on 
Monday the twenty-third." 
But controversy surrounds the move. 
The first question is whether or not other 
senators should be brought up for recall 
under the same stipulations. 
Nelick said that he "also feels there is 
some slight concern," with other senate 
members. "I would gladly challenge 
anyone to compare Melisse's progress 
with Mike Korch's," he added, 'it would 
be a 20 or 30 second argument." 
Kean said that present as well as past 
senators have also been lacking. He did 
not think that "those senators who did a 
shitty job in the past are excuses for 
senators to do a shitty job now." 
ASUPS President Gillian Gawne said 
that during her senatorial term two years 
ago, there were senators who could be 
considered worse than Swartwood. 
When asked why impeachment was 
not attempted then, Gawne said "there 
were lower expectations." 
"It has been suggested by other people 
see RECALL page 2 
Objective or personal? Warranted or 
not? Excessive or necessary action? The 
controversy begins. 
Impeachment proceedings are in the 
works for Senator Melisse Swartwood. 
According to Senator Allan Nelick, who 
is building a case for the recall, it all 
began with Swartwood's lack of ability 
to get involved on several different 
fronts." 
Recently, Swartwood received a letter 
threatening impeachment if she refused 
to resign from her office. 
The letter was signed by Nelick, 
Senators Mike Korch and Bryan Kean, 
ASUPS President Gillian Gawne, and 
ASUPS Vice President Ken Miller. 
Nelick cited "liaisons, her 
participation at senate meetings and 
informal,' as well as Swartwood's "lack 
of project progress," as allegations for 
impeachmenL 
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Compiled by Erie Gilbertson 
i.r,.uro Cruz resigned Monday as one of the three directors of the United 
Nicaraguan Opposition, the main Contra organization. Cruz's resignation is 
expected to seriously threaten the Reagan administration's efforts to obtain $105 
million in funding for the Contras next year. 
Lawrence Walsh, the independent counsel appointed to investigate the 
Iran-Contra affair, asked Congress Tuesday to delay granting immunity to witnesses 
in the case. Walsh urged the Rouse Select Committee to wait at least 90 days 
before granting limited immunity to witnesses, including former National Security 
Council Advisor John Poindexter and his aide, Marine Li. Col. Oliver North. 
Officials in Belgium said Tuesday that it would probably take salvage crews at 
least three weeks to right a capsized British ferry off the Belgian coast and recover 
the bodies of 81 people missing and presumed trapped in the vessel. The ferry fell 
on its port side Friday en route to Dover, England from Zecbruygc, Belgium. 
The U.S. and the Soviet Union began a special session of the Geneva arms 
control talks aimed at eliminating medium range nuclear missiles in Europe. The 
State Department said the U.S. was prepared to make specific proposals to the 
Soviets to verify the suggested treaty. 
Philippine President Corazon Aquino denounced the country's communist rebels 
Sunday after the guerillas escalated their attacks following the exDiration of a 
60-day cease fire last month. 
One Lac,tion was killed and another wounded when a bomb exploded at a Soviet 
cultural center in Vientiane, Laos an Tuesday. The blast occurred 12 hours before 
Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Schevardnadze was to visit the building. 
Korch takes senate helm 
By Caitlin J. Moughon 
Senate began its new term Tuesday 
night with new senators, a new 
chairman, and new legislation. 
Mike Korch was elected chairman over 
Lawrence Neville. During discussion, 
some senators expressed concern that 
Neville's comments were too valuable to 
be suppressed by the objectivity of the 
chair. 
Korch said that "part of the role of the 
senate chair is in motivation," and that 
he felt he was unbiased and approachable. 
The group also elected a new liaison 
director. Senator Allan Nelick, the only 
nominee, won in a unanimous vote. 
Several reports were given by the new 
executives. Vice President Ken Miller 
reported that the crew loan had been 
approved and could possibly amount to 
$8000 rather than the originally proposed 
$11,000. 
In addition, Miller announced that the 
SUB will be open and accepting points 
during spring break from 7 a.m. to 3 
p.m. 
Senate also allocated $430.00 in its 
first meeting. $380 will go to 
O.C.U.R.A. for '3 or 4 more 
newsletters," Miller said. 
KUPS staff member Barb Farrar also 
received a $50.41 cab fare reimbursement 
for a recent conference. 
Other actions included the 
"enthusiastic endorsement" of a letter 
which recommended that the university 
hire additional advising associates. 
The document was drafted by former 
senator Lisa Davenport's ad hoc 
committee. 
However, the new group also 
unanimously approved a move for 
fundraising, the sale of a pooi table 
which AS UPS has in storage. 
"I think it would make financial sense 
to sell it," advised Miller. 
Dean of Students Sue Yowell 
estimated that the table would sell for 
"no doubt $1000." 
Some controversy arose when two 
bills were brought up but Kean objected 
to their consideration. He cited a two 
hour period in which senators should 
have bills before they are presented. 
Kean said that "this is going to 
become a common courtesy thing to 
waive the by-laws (so that the bills could 
be considered) for any Joe Blow who 
didn't bother to get his thing in two 
hours in advance." 
"They're (the by-laws) there for a 
see SENATE page 4 
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continued from front page 	 execs off on the wrong foot," Nelick 
that there are several senators whose said, 'but I don't think it should be an 
actions are questionable ... they want to argument against it." 
make an example of me,' Swartwood 	 Gawne also had concerns. "At first we 
said. 	 acted as mediators ... we also signed the 
"Other senators might not bear up letter. We made a mistake doing that," 
under this kind of scrutiny," she Gawne said, adding that any action was 
continued, noting that Nelick told her "under another administration." 
she was "not the worst senator that's ever 	 Whatever happens, the decision is up 
been or is now." 	 to Honor Court and the student body. 
"I'm an easy target . . . because of "I'm willing to let Honor Court decide 
being independent and they would think I it . . . I'm perfectly confident of my 
don't have much support," she added. ability to work as a senator," Swartwood 
Concerns have been raised as to concluded. 
whether the reason for recall was entirely 	 "Its a judgment call in the end," said 
objective. 
Swartwood said that she had "no 
warning that this drastic sort of action 
was coming." 
Finally, some consider the timing of 
the action to be poor, as a new 
administration has just begun. 
Kean felt it could not be good for the 
new senate. "It turns into really an 
acceptable form of mud slinging," he 
COD rnmeT- 
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FORMER ASUPS PRESIDENT TO PUSH FOR BUSH '88 
Michael Brown, a UPS alum and former ASUPS president, was recently named 
Special Assistant to the Deupty to the Director of the "Bush for President" 
committee, effective March 17. Brown is an '86 graduate with a degree in politics 
and government, and he chaired the "Youth for Reagan-Bush '84' campaign or 
campus. Way to go, Mike! 
COLLINS LIBRARY EXTENDS ITS HOURS 
The library has extended its opening hours to 9 am on Sunday and to the entire 
Collins Library interior to 1 am. March 13 to 22 will be reduced Spring Break 
hours, after which the new hours will resume on March 23. 
UPS OFFERS SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
The university has a summer conference program designed to provide facilities and 
services to groups in need of a conference center. Opportunities will be available for 
student employment between May 18th and August 18th. Four conference student 
staff positions will be available this summer. Applications are available at the 
Student Employment Office, Library 225, and must be returned to the Summer 
Conference Office, OTIPT building, room C-lOS, by March 13th. Student staff are 
provided with housing and paid at an hourly rate. 
NEW WORK ABROAD PROGRAM HELPS IN EUROPE 
College students can have their study abroad fees reduced by up to $1500 under a 
new work study program offered by the American Institute for Foreign Study of 
Greenwich, Connecticut. Students participating in AIFS college level programs in 
London, Paris, and Salzburg can reduce their fees by working as child care 
assistants while they attend school. In exchange for living with European families 
and assisting with the child care for 15-20 hours per week, students receive pocket 
.noney, share in foreign friendships and improve their language skills. For more 
information contact the American Institute for Foreign Study, Dept. P-10, 102 
Greenwich, Connecticut 06830 or call (203) 869-9090. 
SERVICE IS PART OF "CENTRAL AMERICA WEEK" 
At 3pm on Sunday, March 22, a Procession and Ecumenical service in honor ol 
Archbishop Oscar Romero will begin at St. Leo's Parish, 710 South Yakima and 
proceed up to Miles Memorial CME Church at 1601 South L St., where the 
service will be held. The service is a celebration for the life of Archbishop Romero 
who was assassinated in El Salvador on March 23, 1980, one month after he had 
written a letter to then President Carter begging him to stop sending military aid to 
El Salvador. The service is being organized as part of Central America Week, 
March 21-29. 
Kean. 
"I do feel that it is somewhat 
personal," Swartwood said. "I think that 
my personality might encourage it." 
The action is "by no means personal," 
Nelick claimed. 
"No one wants to do it," said Kean. 
There could also be constitutional 
see RECALL page 4 
First female president in more than 40 years 	 The Trail, March 12,1987, page 3 
New UPS tradition is all Gawne 
GAWNE: 'My first interest came from listening to two students speaking on the 
White Papers -- a document on the state of the university done about six years ago. It 
was interesting to hear what they had to say about student life, and the ways they 
thought it should be changed. And at the time, the students who were speaking made 
some very strong points about why we should stand up and fight for the kind of 
student life we wanted, and I realized I might be able to be a part of this. 
"It's not just how loud you speak, it's what you're 
saying." 
"It's probably been the place where I've learned the most in the last three years ... 
 
I think anyone can benefit from this, from being involved. You don't have to be a 
leader; there's something out there for everybody." 
." 	
TRAIL: Recently, a decision was passed by the Union Board to 
allow for smoking in the SUB However, there seems to be a 
question concerning the funding of a smoking area Do you think its 
.
. 	 future is in the hands of the administration? 
GAWNE: "For financial reasons, yes. However, if they tell us no, we don't have 
something, and there are enough students out there who feel we need to go beyond 
that barrier, I think we could change it." 
TRAIL: What do you think the role of students and student leaders 
should be in social activism? 
GAWNE: "Taking some time outside of our own lives, looking outside ASUPS. I 
think a lot of times we spend too much time looking inward at ourselves and take 
ourselves too seriously. . . In reality, there is a lot we learn from things happening 
beyond our borders. There are groups on campus, like Amnesty International in 
particular, who focus on human rights, and there's the Black Student Union, Model 
The interview with the first female president since the 1940's follows: 
TRAIL: What are your general goals as ASUPS president? 
GAWNE:'From a removed perspective, to bring pride and unity to this campus; to 
recognize all the people who work so hard behind the scene, and to help foster the 
development of RHA and OCURA. With continued growth and attention from 
ASUPS and strong leadership, (these organizations) can give freshmen and off campus 
people a real oppurtunity to get involved. 
"Another one of my goals is to have a very honest relationship between myself, 
President Phibbs, the Trustees and the Student Senate. 
"I want to make sure people know what my intentions are, and I want to make sure 
they know I'm doing the very best I can to represent their views and their sentiments. 
I want people to know where I'm coming from -- I don't want to be coming from the 
dark." 
TRAIL: How do you foresee your immense involvement in ASUPS 
affecting your private life? 
GAWNE: "I'm a person who holds a great deal of importance in balance in my life. 
I believe in taking time out to do things for myself... so that when I get back to the 
office or studying, my mind is a lot clearer." 
TRAIL: What type of leadership do you think an R.A. is 
responsible for? 
GAWNE: "I think an R.A. should be a role model, i.e. good study habits, 
involvement in activities, etc. . . . An R.A. needs to be very reliable -- let the 
residents know that when they need that person to talk to, the assistant's going to be 
there." 
TRAIL: In your experience as an R.A., do you think the current 
alcohol policy is damaging to students in the dorms? 
GAWNE: "Yes, I do. Drinking is done behind closed doors. They drink not so 
much socially, but to get drunk -- so that they can come out of their rooms. I see it 
happening quite a bit. 
"The policy is necessary for liability reasons, but it is repressive and perhaps 
damaging to the students in the dorms who wish to drink. This forces them into the 
closet. It creates the kind of attitude towards drinking." 
"I think a lot of times we spend too much time looking 
inward at ourselves and take ourscI es too seriousl. . . in 
there is a lot we learn from things happemng hc ond 
our borders." 
TRAIL: What can you do as president to help alleviate this 
problem? 
GAWNE: "I think B.A.C.C.H.U.S. (an alcohol awareness organization) is going to 
be a big help . . . to help increase alcohol awareness and try to help students 
understand the difference between social drinking and what's happening to them by 
being forced into their rooms to drink. Awareness is the key." 
TRAIL: How did you get interested in student government, and 
what value do you think it has for others who are interested in 
participating? 
By John Shepherd 
Gillian Gawne, the newly elected 
ASUPS president, has a very ambitious 
outlook about her coming term in office. 
In an interview Tuesday with the Trail, 
Gawne seemed sincerely interested in 
improving student life at UPS. 
A junior from Bothell, Washington, 
Gawne is double majoring in French and 
Politics and Government, with an 
emphasis in International Affairs. 
Nevertheless, she is planning to graduate 
on schedule next year. 
Gawne is currently a Resident 
Assistant (R.A.) in Anderson-Langdon, 
and in addition to her presidential duties 
she is enrolled in four classes. 
In the past three years, she has served 
as an ASUPS senator, vice president of 
Students Against Multiple Sclerosis 
(SAMS), director of public relations for 
ASUPS, and the student representative to 
the Board of Trustees. She has also been 
involved in many other campus 
organizations. 
President Gawne speaks about 
goals, hopes and ideas for her 
term in office. She plans to work 
closely with trustees and 
students. 
U.N., a lot of international groups I U like to see more people participate in. . . Its 
been proposed that we set up some kind of pen pal system with students at the 
University of Cape Town (South Africa) to see what their life's like." 
TRAIL: How much influence do you think student and faculty 
senate have on the Board of Trustees? 
GAWNE: "It depends from issue to issue. I think they can cxrt a great deal of 
pressure at times and make it very difficult for the trustees to niak' a decision. I think 
they can be very effective . . if they have valid reans, if they have enough support. 
It's not just how loud you speak, it's what you're saving. 
TRAIL: What is your opinion on deferred rush and do you think 
the university is giving students a realistic opportunity to 
participate in the decision? 
GAWNE: "I think deferred rush can hurt the university. I think if the purpose of 
deferred rush is to build unity, I think O 
 that goal is met by deferred residency. We don't 
need both necosarily." 
TRAIL: Do you think your being female will cause problems in 
dealing with a Board of Trustees comprised primarily of men from 
the "good ol' boy" generation? 
GAWNE. 1 found OUI the answer to this at the spring Board of Trustees meeting at 
the social hour. I iili waiitc'd to talk issues but they didn't. I was very persistent 
and they would wanl to wander away . . . until they realized I wanted to be taken 
seriously and I had 'oriiething on my mind that I wanted to express. So yes, I do 
think its going to cauc some problems, but having had the chance to deal with it 
once, I know what I'm up agiint. I kind of see it as a challenge.' 
TRAIL: Do you support an amendment to the ASUPS Constitution 
that would allow the senate to override a presidential veto? 
GAWNE: "Yes, I do." 
TRAIL: What do you think you can do as president to help create a 
greater sense of community at UPS? 
GAWNE: ". . . build in networks between all the people who work in ASUPS and 
all the people across campus. I think even though we're a small campus, the 
distances between groups tend to be great sometimes, and if you can find a common 
reason to bring these people together -- like the canned food drive next fall or a good 
football game... There are any number of elements that can be used to bring these 
people together. I don't want to do just one, but I'd like to do a series of them over 
the year to help build unity. I think, also, the student senate can be an impetus for 
this by demonstrating pride and unity in ASUPS." 
TRAIL: What are your future plans after school? 
GAWNE: "Probably take a year out to travel, study in France and then go on to 
graduate school in political science.. . I would like to be the president of a university 
someday - a small, private liberal arts school. I believe in a liberal arts education - in 
fostering it, developing it and working for it. I don't see myself in electoral politics." 
TRAIL: Any closing comments? 
GAWNE: "I'll have a different style of leadership from the past presidents .....m a 
little bit different in that I don't feel I have to separate myself to get respect. I think I 
can be firm and have a backbone, but at the same time I believe in approachability and 
building a strong rapport with the senators and with the students. I spend a lot of 
time with the students and I'll spend a lot of time here (ASB office)." 
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By Kent Pearson 
The newly formed SCUBA Club has 
plans to teach SCUBA to interested 
students and to facilitate trips for 
experienced divers. 
"I put the announcement in 
the Tattler two days before 
the meeting and I already 
have 45 names." 
—Bill Bull 
Last Wednesday the club held its first 
meeting, drawing 15-20 people. 
According to Bill Bull, the founder and 
president of the new club, 45 people 
have already signed up on an interest list. 
"By the end of the year we plan to 
have up to 75 members," he said, after 
20 more students complete the 
university's SCUBA class. 
"The key has been the initial support," 
Bull said. "I put the announcement in the 
Tattler two days before the meeting and I 
already have 45 names." 
Bull completed the university's course 
when he was a sophomore and 
understands how difficult it is to dive 
when one doesn't know other divers or 
have the money to invest in expensive  
equipment. 
"The philosophy behind it," Bull said, 
"is that the university is sponsoring a 
SCUBA class, but once students get out 
they have nowhere to go with it." 
He therefore dreamed up the idea of 
forming a SCUBA club with the 
ultimate goal of convincing the 
university to invest in SCUBA gear. 
"The university has already recognized 
it as a club," Bull said."Now my main 
concern is getting money. But, he 
admitted, "We have to establish the thing 
first." 
The club already has an advisor, Dean 
John Dixon of the Business Department. 
"He has a boat and lives on the water 
in Gig Harbor," Bull said 
enthusiastically. 
Bull sees the club eventually 
providing continuing education to divers 
who complete the university's SCUBA 
class. By sponsoring programs to teach 
rescue diver and advanced search and 
rescue, he said, "We will have some 
guys who really know what they're 
doing." 
Why is there so much interest in 
diving in the Puget Sound when the 
water hovers in the 50 degree range most 
of the year? 
According to SCUBA Club Vice 
President Devin Meyers, "The Sound is 
one of the best and most underrated 
places in the U.S. to dive," due to an 
abundance of plant and animal life. 
Therefore, he said, "One of the main 
objectives of the Diving Club is to have 
people aware of and utilize these areas 
near us." 
Although Bull has high hopes for the 
new club, right now it is simply a way 
for diving enthusiasts to share their 
enjoyment of the sport. 
"Basically, I want to get people 
together to have fun," Bull said.  
of progress on a senator project is one of 
the allegations, although a project is not 
outlined in senatorial duties. 
According to Nelick, "duties are really 
sketchy . . . if we did only what was 
involved nobody would ever hear of 
ASUPS." 
"Right now there's a lot of gray 
areas," Gawne said, adding that she'd like 
to see the Constitution changed to 
provide for some sort of senatorial 
project. "It's written down on my list of 
to do's," she said. 
In order to solve difficulties, Kean said 
the project "probably won't be included 
in the petition at all 
. . . nothing's 
spelled Out about moral obligations." 
An additional problem is a question 
over the amount of warning given to 
Swartwood. 
"Obviously there's been fair warning 
here," Kean said. 
The ASUPS Budget process for the 
1987-88 academic year will soon be 
underway, and all ASUPS recognized 
clubs and organizations will be receiving 
their budget packets. 
All budgets are to be turned in to the 
ASB office, SUB 214, no later than 4pm 
March 31, 1987. 
SOAR takes off 
By Liz Clark 
Over forty-five students are involved 
in the Students' Opportunities and 
Activities Record (S .O.A.R.) program, 
yet many people don't know that it 
exists or what it is. 
Ken Miller and Jill Nishi implemented 
this new program as their Senate projects 
last term. 
"There have been 62 such programs 
11 . 
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started around the nation, and we wanted 
to get the students more involved," said 
Nishi. 
The program has three phases: Phase I 
is designed to assess the (freshmen) 
students' abilities; to explore the 
particular student's strengths and 
weaknesses. Phase II matches the 
SENATE 
continued from page 2 
purpose. Let's use them," Kean added. 
Finally, rumors of vandalism in 
McIntyre were discussed. The building 
apparently has experienced more of this 
activity than any other facility on 
campus.  
students to activities which can 
maximize their strengths. Phase III 
records these activities so they can be 
used by prospective employers. 
Thirty of the freshman students have 
mentors (upperclassmen as well as 
"I think it's a good 
program. . . It helps me to 
get to know the resources on 
campus." 
— Liana Mezo 
faculty and staff) that inform them of the 
resources on campus and guide them to 
appropriate activities. As an 
experimental goup, fifteen of these 
students do not have mentors. 
Reactions from mentors and students 
in the piogram has been positive. 
"I think it is a great experience and she 
(my mentor, Maiko Winkler) really 
knows a lot about the campus," said 
freshman Liana Mezo. 
"I think it's a good program. I like 
getting involved with students -- it helps 
me to get to know the resources on 
campus," said Winkler. 
"It's good -- it should help keep good 
records throughout our college career for 
resumes and recommendations," said 
freshman Mike Allison. 
Kean noted that "certain social houses 
have study tables in there," and that 
Coke machines have been tampered with, 
as well as damage done to clocks and 
desks. 
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Seattle Rep Cursed with 
disastrous new play 
By Rich Underhill 
The Seattle Reperatory Theatre's 
production of Sam Shepard's play Curse 
of the Starving Class is, in a word, 
disappointing. The play itself provides 
an interesting insight into the world of 
a family whose members are all 
unfulfilled and dissatisfied; but the slow 
pace of the play combined with 
less-than-excellent acting loses the 
audience. 
Curse of the Starving Class takes 
place in the kitchen of a farmhouse on 
the edge of California's avocado 
country. 
Things are not too peachy at this 
farm: the father, on an alcoholic binge, 
has just kicked the door down; the 
mother is afraid that she will be killed 
by her husband; and the two the 
children are at war with each other 
because the oh-so-slow son has just 
whipped out his whoo whoo and 
urinated on his sister's drawings (yes, 
the audience is fortunate enough to 
see CURSE page 7 
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Glance at the arts 
In the area 
THE ART QUILT EXHIBIT OPENS AT TACOMA ART 
MUSEUM: March 6 through April 26; Tacoma Art Museum; 10am-4pm 
Monday through Saturday, and noon-Spm; free. 
BALLET FOLCLORICO NACIONAL DE MEXICO WILL TAKE 
ITS AUDIENCE ON A JOURNEY THROUGH MEXICO: March 13; 
Pantages Centre; 8pm; $9.25-$ 17.75 for students, with $5 rush tickets available on 
the night of the performance for students and seniors. 
TACOMA SYMPHONY CONCLUDES ITS SEASON: March 20-21; 
Pantages Centre; 8pm on March 20 and 2 pm on March 21; $6410, with the 
encore matinee on Saturday free. 
The Chicago Chamber Brass is the featured quintet. 
SEATTLE'S "URBAN" BLUEGRASS FESTIVAL TO FEATURE 
WIDE VARIETY OF ARTISTS: March 21 and 22; Jane Addams Memorial 
Auditorium/Summit School, 11051 34th Ave N.E., Seattle; 11 am on Saturday, 
12 noon on Sunday; $12 adavance and $14 at the door for all Saturday 
performances, $3 for the Sunday Gospel Show. 
OLYMPIA FILM FESTIVAL PRESENTS SHERMAN'S MARCH: 
March 16; Capitol Theatre 206 East 5th, Olympia; 6:30pm and 9pm; $4. 
	 On caTrl].,Us 
PANTAGES PRESENTS CAN CAN: March 17 and 18; Pantages, 
Centre; 8pm; $17-$25.50 for students, with $5 rush tickets available on the night 	 HONORS FILM SERIES WILL SHOW ELENI: March 12; McIntyre 
of the performance. 	 006; 7pm; free. 
Wind Ensemble performs flawlessly at Pantages 
By Amy Stephenson 
The UPS Wind Ensemble gave an 
incredible performance Friday night at 
the Pantages. Not only was the first half 
of their concert lively, engaging, and 
impeccable, their rendition of "Concerto 
for Piano and Wind Ensemble" was 
absolutely flawless. 
"Concerto," by Fisher Tull, was 
commissioned by the university for the 
Chism Year of Music. Tull, unable to 
attend the world premier because of the 
death of his father, missed a brilliant 
performance by the ensemble and by 
pianist Duane Hulbert. 
Hulbert's work was breathtaking. He 
played with intensity and care, throwing 
himself into the interpretation with an 
almost manic energy. 
The composition itself is more 
difficult to describe than the dedication of  
its performance. Like much contem-
porary music, "Concerto" was full of 
bizzare tone patterns and haunting 
melodic lines. Contemporary music 
aficionados were spellbound. Those less 
enamored of the form were at least 
captivated by the sheer excellence of the 
ensemble's performance. 
While Tull's piece was the focal point 
of the evening, it was not the only fine 
showing. The concert opened on a lively 
note with Sousa's "Glory of the Yankee 
Navy," followed by the popular "Light 
Cavahy Overture" by Franz von Suppd. 
The pace slowed a bit for John Barnes 
Chance's "Elegy." Fisher Tull's style 
was then slightly previewed with 
"Sketches on a Tudor Psalm." A set of 
variations on a sixteenth century work, 
"Sketches" combined the familiar 
melodic traits of older music with Tull's 
contemporary turns and manipulations. 
The program was filled out by Robert 
Jager's "Diamond Variations" and Henry 
Fillmore's "Rolling Thunder." 
KUPS TOP 121/2 
for the week ending 3/7/87 
Last This Artist Title 
12. 1. Stranglers Dreamtime 
6. 2. Los Lobos By the Light of the Moon 
3. 3. The The Infected 
8. 4. Julian Cope Julian Cope (ep) 
2. 5. Soundtrack Some Kind of Wonderful 
5. 6. Pure Joy Pure Joy (ep) 
10. 7. Casselberry-Dupree City Down 
9. 8. Winter Hours Leaving Time 
NEW 9. Waxing Poetics Hermitage 
NEW  Husker Dü Warehouse: Songs & Stories 
 11. Balancing Act New Campfire Songs 
NEW 
 Siousxie & the Banshees This Wheel's on Fire (12") 
7. 1/2 Robert... Who's Been... 
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TLT's new Little Foxes weave a tangled web 
By Cynthia King 
The Southern Belle causes the death 
of her weak-hearted husband by 
repeating "I want to see you die, I wish 
you were dead." Her two brothers work 
the "p0' niggers" of the town for 
starvation wages. All three of them 
plot to steal 80,000 in the husband's 
Union Pacific bonds from his 
safe-deposit box - and succeed. 
This is part of the tangled web 
woven in the Tacoma Little Theater's 
latest production The Little Foxes, a 
play by Lillian Heilman set in the post-
Civil War South. The actors in this play 
come from several parts of the 
community: an elementary school 
music teacher, a commercial graphic 
artist, even a UPS music student in 
addition to a few professional actors and 
actresses. 
The cast, in spite of holding many 
different occupations, for the most part 
creates the tensions needed to make the 
play work. Especially good were the 
performances given by the black actress  
(Kathleen Ray) and actor who played 
the maid and the servant (Burl Seeman). 
Both Ray and Seeman gave refreshing 
performances with the most authentic 
southern accents, and blended so well 
with the story that I was completely 
caught in their make-believe. 
While the actresses and actors keep 
the viewer involved with the plot and 
generate emotion among the audience, 
there are a few places where the 
performance wears thin. Especially 
noticeable is Kami Pistilli's 
northwestern accent among southerners. 
In playing a southerner's daughter raised 
in the south, her accent is, in the least, 
not convincing. 
I enjoyed the show; a chance to 
watch real people instead of the 
dot-people on the TV screen. I also 
became involved enough in the plot to 
entertain a "what if" about shooting 
Regina, the Southern Belle, after she 
kills her husband with her sheer hatred. 
But I'll leave that for you to do, with 
water-pistols of course. 
FUNAJ THE 
 
RAINTREE 
RESTAURANT 
AND LOUNGE 
8620 So. Hosmer St. 
531-1595 
Members of the cast of the Tacoma Little Theatre's new production, Littli 
Foxes, create the tension necessary for the play to work. For more informatioi 
about the play, including curtain times, ticket prices and dates, call the box office a 
272-2481. 
A novel way to see Chin 
By Rob Huff 
"Do you want to go to the other side 
of the world?" 
This invitation from a friend was the 
beginning of an adventure to Mount 
Everest and throughout China and Tibet 
chronicled in Peter Jenkins's recent 
best-seller, Across China. 
The third book by Jenkins, Across 
China documents his experiences while 
travelling through the Himalayas of 
Tibet and the remote areas of China. 
Accompanied by a translator, Jenkins 
was allowed by the communist Chinese 
to travel to parts of Asia seldom, if ever, 
seen by Westerners. Along with seeing 
the major cities, he was allowed to 
journey into the plains of Mongolia and 
when not under surveilance, to steal off 
to a forbidden fishing village south of 
Shanghai. He writes honestly of his 
impressions and those of the native 
people as he journeys, providing an  
interesting insight into a land and cultu 
becoming more important to the Paci 
NorthwesL 
To anyone interested in China, 
would recommend this book 
insightful reading. Jenkins gets a look 
the Chinese civilization that is large 
unknown to Westerners and writ 
clearly to communicate his experience 
the American audience. 
There is nothing left unclear 
Jenkins describes his stays with a nati 
Mongolian family or his encounter wi 
a priest in the Tibetan city of Lhasa. I 
book will also appeal to anyone with 
interest in mountain climbing, since 
large portion records the progress of t 
1984 American attempt on the Tibet 
face of Mount Everest. 
The most inviting aspect of Acro. 
China is its entertainment qualii 
Despite the appeal on a cultural 1ev,  
this book makes for great reading ai 
one can feel that he's been in China 
the conclusion. 
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Fred Andrcv. 
Frank Corrado (Milo Jindle) and Rick Tutor (Andrew Wyke) engage in a battle 
of wits in the Tacoma Actors Guild's new production, Sleuth. 
WE DELIVER 
CHICK N 
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Sleuths kept guessing at the Tacoma Actors Guild 
a 
a 
i. 
a 
El 
By Wendy Lee 
Sleuth, a highly entertaining play 
combining suspense, comedy and drama, 
written by playwright Anthony Shaffer, 
8PC 	 I 
Meal Pack 
(Feeds 2 or 3 Adults) 	 1 
2 breasts, 2 thighs, 2 legs, 2 wings, 
I 	 3 fresh homemade rolls, large 	 I 
I 	 potato salad or cole slaw and our 
I 	 famous BBQ sauce. 	 I 
I 	 I 
Only 
• 	 Expires 3/31/87 
.1 
Guild (TAG). Sleuth, whose setting is a 
country home outside of London, 
originally opened in London in 1970. It 
has since won the Drama Critics Circle 
award and was produced as a movie 
I 15 Pc' 
Meal Pack 
(Feeds 6 Adults) 
• 	 3 breasts, 4 thighs, 4 legs, 4 wings, 
I 	 1i2 dozen homemade rolls, 2 large 
I 	 potato salad or cole slaw and our 	 I 
I 	 famous BBQ sauce. 	 I 
I 	 I 
Only 
$1897 
 
I 	 Expires 3/31/87 
I ME,— ------------ 
Olivier. 
Everything is not as it appears is an 
appropriate description for the play. 
Indeed, Sleuth constantly baffles not 
only the audience, but keeps the 
characters guessing as well as to what is 
actually going on. The play is not a 
typical "whodunit" mystery; instead, 
"what was done?" is the prevailing 
question. It is one great big game of 
decpetion and trickery. 
The beginning of the play is spiced 
with comedy. Andrew Wyke, played by 
TAG veteran Rick Tutor, starts the first 
act off with a bang with a scene from his 
curious country home. Wyke, a mystery 
writer, (a little too wrapped up in his 
work) is in the midst of hilariously 
acting out the getaway plan for the 
murderer in his latest book, A Body on 
the Tennis Court. 
Andrew's eccentric personality is 
accentuated by the set design which 
looks like a combination of an antigue 
shop, a garage sale and a great 
grandfather's attic. The set is filled 
wall-to-wall with collected "valuables"--
a skeleton, a pinball machine, a 
mechanical laughing sailor, an 
assortment of family photos, a portrait 
of ice queen, a billiard table, a roman 
bust with a busted nose ... definitely a 
bizarre setting to match the equally 
Curse 
continued from page 5 
witness the entire pissing episode). 
One of the problems with this 
production is that the shock of an actor 
(former UPS student James Conant) 
urinating is the most exciting thing 
that happens. The action goes downhill 
from there, resulting in an almost 
comatose second act. 
Things are pretty bleak when one 
looks forward to leaving Seattle for an 
evening in Tacoma. 
The play deals with heavy subjects 
such as broken dreams, deception 
within a marriage and a family, and 
alcoholism. Because of its these topics 
combined with a lack of humor, the 
pace must be fast or the audience will 
stray away into their dream worlds of 
la-la land. The snail-like pace lost me 
almost immediately, so most of the rest 
of the play was spent elsewhere, in the 
mental sense. 
The lackluster performances turned in 
by all four of the leads does not help. 
John Aylward (the father) raises his 
voice (and wakes the audience), but is 
only occasionally convincing.  
bizarre happenings. 
Milo Tindle, played by Frank Corrado 
(another familiar face at the TAG), enters 
the scene and the game begins.., soon 
after Andrew says, "This, as they say, is 
where the plot thickens." WIth Milo 
belting down countless tumblers of 
scotch on rocks and Andrew 
continuously nibbling on olives and 
drinking martinis, the two commence 
testing each other's wills and wits. 
Gradually, the comedy thins out as the 
suspense and the plot build. Andrew and 
Milo become more and more involved in 
the curious and baffling game, which 
becomes more complex when a number 
of policemen join the game. The 
seriousness of the game comes as a 
shock when it is no longer just a 
fictitious body on the tennis court 
mentioned, but an actual body lies on the 
living room floor. Is everything just a 
joke? Just a game? Sleuth keeps all of 
the characters in the play and the 
audience guessing, forcing them to wait 
until the very end before exposing the 
truth. 
It is a dynamic performance sure to 
hold an audience's attention and interest 
from start to finish. Sleuth will be 
playing until March 28th. The cost for 
UPS students is only $5, and ranges 
from $8 to $16 for non-students. 
James Conant (the son, Wesley) 
plays the son as such a fool that it is 
hard to accept the character as a real 
person. He is annoying. Some might 
like the fact that the audience sees him 
pee on the stage and walk around naked. 
Wow. 
Laura Hughes (the daughter, Emma) 
is whiny and even more annoying than 
Conant. 
The worst of the bunch is Mary 
Machela (the mother). My goodness, 
she a ham. Everytime she was on stage 
and wandered near an exit, I found 
myself saying a short prayer ("Please 
let her leave."). 
The supporting cast is no better, 
except for Tom Spiller's performance of 
the slimy Ellis, a tavern owner. His 
prescence livens up the second act in 
some spots, but a supporting character 
alone cannot save this play. 
The Seattle Rep usually has very 
high-quality shows. I'm sure that this is 
just a temporary problem; one that will 
be resolved when the play closes 
March 22. Until then, stay away. 
* 
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Mexico makes memories 
By 
When I was young and protected and 
leading a sheltered life, with my loving 
parents, I never got to do anything. It 
was terrible, and at Spring Break 
especially I felt stifled. I never got to 
enjoy any of that Break bacchannalia like 
all the fun kids did. 
When finally I did decide to let my 
parents disown me, I was free and ready 
for a real Spring Break-- even an 
education for a lifetime, maybe. We 
made big plans--destination: Canada, land 
of being of age and bar-hopping and 
drinking as much as you can afford. So 
there, take that, all you oppressive 
authorities. 
But it is so difficult to figure out the 
highway contortions around here, and 
somewhere we made a wrong turn and 
wandered onto 1-5 South instead of North 
but nobody noticed until Oregon. We 
were so caught up in rebellion that we 
forgot to have direction. 
No matter, we just took off some of 
our clothes and shot on into sunny 
California. But we didn't stop there, we 
went over the limit, right into Mexico. 
That's when we met the first nice 
police guy who stopped us for speeding 
and offered to give us a tour of the local 
detention facilities. But since we had 
touring plans already, he was willing to 
just take our 45 dollars and sent us on 
our way. 
So we ran around Tijuana and did all 
those things you can't spell, like drink 
Tikeela, watch some Hi-Li, and one 
other thing that I can't remember. 
I did still remember my parents, and 
decided to buy them a little gift. The 
best thing I found was this amazing 
little creation of dead stuffed and laquered 
frogs, nailed standing up on a little stage 
holding little instruments in their tiny 
webbed hands-- a froggy jazz combo. 
Not much else really stands Out in my 
memory, except a small problem 
concerning the rights of one of those sad, 
lifetime 
drooping zebra-striped donkies next to 
which you are supposed to stand wearing 
a sombrero to attest that you did 
experience the true Mexico. 
Anyway, the question of the donkey's 
right to freedom became less important 
when another nice police guy came and 
raised questions about our own rights to 
freedom. 
We then decided the party was over, so 
we headed to the border, but it was 
closed. Believe it, the United States was 
all closed up for the night--"Sorry, we're 
closed. Please come again." 
So we had to take a highway of hell to 
get to the all-nite border crossing. That 
is quite a hang-out. We stayed for a long 
conversation with the nice guard, who 
was really interested to know all about 
us and our trip, and what we'd bought. 
He must have been lonely, he didn't want 
us to leave. 
The trip home took alot longer than 
when we went down. This is of course 
since it's all uphill coming North, so the 
going is slower. 
Well, my parents didn't like the gift 
and never did forgive my disobedience, 
but it was worth it. After all, I will 
always have the frogs, and the 
memories, or at least most of them. 
V 
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Lauderdale fanatics 
Jee elsewhere 
- 
"The worst complaint I hear is that 
there aren't enough women to go 
around," says Ott Cefkin, Fort 
Lauderdale's police media relations 
director. 
Ceflcin expects about 250,000 students 
to vacation in Fort Lauderdale this 
spring, down from 350, 000 in 1985. 
The influx at South Padre Island, 
however, keeps growing. 
"We expect a spring break of over 
300,000 sudents this year," predicts 
South Padre Island Police Captain 
Tommy Atkins. "A situation like that 
you have to handle one day at a time." 
gras, ("lass 
-- Stanford 
"We've noticed an increase in the 
numbers of students in the last several 
years, probably because Florida went to a 
21 (year-old minimum) drinking age 
sooner than Texas did," he adds. "Last 
year, Texas was still a 19-year-old state, 
and now it's up to 21, so we'll see what 
happens." 
"The tourist bureau here has done lots 
of promotion to attract students, so we 
don't really expect any decreases in 
student visitors." 
Not everyone is as enthused by the 
prospect of hosting thousands of students 
bent on having fun. 
Palm Springs, California officials 
have sent brochures to colleges in 
California and Arizona warning they will 
arrest rowdy students. 
Last year, Palm Springs police 
arrested more than two dozen students, 
and thousands were involved in a 
near-riot of drinking, carousing, and 
assault. 
Fort Lauderdale started its own 
crackdown last year. The beefed-up city 
ordinances against disorderly conduct and 
public drinking, higher drinking age 
minimums and stiff accommodations 
rates seem to be sending students in 
search of more hospitable resorts. 
"If I were a student, I'd rather go to 
Cancun," Cefkin says. "It's very 
expensive here, some accommodations 
are abominable. Many students end up 
paying $150 a day for a room in a lousy 
motel where you wouldn't even want to 
walk your dog." 
Students agree, reports Toni Smith, 
director of school programs for Colpitts 
Travel agency in Dedham, 
Massachusetts. 
Smith says the agency has several 
hundred students per week booked for 
Nassau and Bermuda through the spring 
break season. But a brochure promoting 
Fort Lauderdale brought only "about 
four" responses. 
"Lots are going to the islands," she 
says. "Maybe students are becoming 
more well-traveled and sophisticated. 
But drinking age has a lot to do with it. 
When students call for information on a 
destination, the first thing they ask is the 
drinking age. If we can say its 18, they 
think it's great." 
The difference is sending lots of 
students to the Caribbean, she says, 
although Daytona Beach "is doing well" 
because city officials there still promote 
it as a spring break destination. 
Fort Lauderdale officials, Cefkin says, 
aren't discouraging students from coming 
to Fort Lauderdale, "but neither are they 
promoting it. We just hope to make it 
safer and more orderly than in past 
years." 
In 1985, 350,00 revelers -- about three 
percent of the American student body --
descended on Fort Lauderdale, hopelessly 
tangling traffic, littering beaching and 
outraging citizens. Public outcry led to 
last spring's crackdown. 
South Padre Island police hope to cope 
by "trying to provide activities to keep 
students occupied," Atkins says. 
"There'll be contests and dances. Other 
law enforcement will be available to help 
out if we need them, but we see no 
reason to expect a major disturbance." 
I Skorupa 
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Okay, I know a lot of you read the Grapevine to find out what realLy 
goes down at UPS and other campuses across the U.S., but levity 
elLides me right now. 
As graduation fast approaches, I've done some heavy thinking about 
Life (yes, capital L) and UPS (academia, for those of you that read my 
editorial last week). What I've discovered, distresses me. Usually, I 
can make light of the worst situations (Hell, I laugh during finals 
week--albeit hysterically), but now... 
The level of pettyness at UPS amazes me. Students complain about 
this professor ("She only got the job because her parents gave an 
inordinate amount of money to the University") or that professor ("He 
doesn't like anyone who isn't an English major."). Judgment occurs 
without sufficient knowledge of the victim--sentencing is based solely 
upon impressions. You know what I am talking about. 
Stereotyping 
Nowhere is this attitude more prevalent than among student 
relationships. Greeks do it to independents; independents do it to 
greeks; ad nauseum. 
I have often seen women snubbed for no apparent reason. When an 
explanation is demanded, the answer is often, "Oh her? She's just a Pi 
Phi." (Or a Theta, or an independent) Unfortunately, these stereotyped 
people usually turn out to be some of the most enjoyable, supremely 
intelligent people on campus. 
And don't think men are above this, either. Frequently men are 
rejected because they are "dorks" or because they "can't work it." 
Liberal arts means just that--liberal.. An education for a lifetime 
prepares us to be young, urban professionals, it also should teach us 
temperance and tolerance. 
>>>>>>>> >> >>>>>>>>>> >> >> >> >> >> >> >>>>>>>>>> >> >>>>>>>>>>>> >> >>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>> >> >> >>>>>>>>>>>> 
Lest you think I am losing my touch--I know college students 
often feel like prison inmates, but students at the University of Texas 
really have something to whine about--The Justice Department is 
considering sending inmates to college--no, not to increase the literacy 
rate, but to alleviate overcrowding. Hmm... 
>>>>>> >> >> >> >>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>> >> >>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>> >> >>>> >> >> >> >> >>>>>>>>>> >> >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
It seems Dr. Ruth has a replacement--A Trail staff member, 
short witn a thick accent, was recently seen telling men, "Why should 
the burden of birth control be forced onto women? We already have the 
burden of difficult orgasms." Next week look for the syndicated show 
to premier on KUPS. 
>> >>>> >> >>>> >> >>>> >> >> >>>> >>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>> >> >>>> >> >>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>>> >> >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
In the grand tradition of Tom Cruise--The Air Force ROTC 
has created a new marching cadence. "I wanna be a fighter pilot. I 
wanna fly an F-15. I wanna fly with the canopy open so I can hear 
those commies scream." Long live McCarthy. 
--Katie de Gutes 
>>>>>>>> >>>>>> >>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>> >>>> >>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>> >> >> >>>>>> >> >> >> >>>))>>> >> >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
Poetry Contest 
The English will sponsor the fourth annual Nixeon Civille Handy Poetry 
Contest. Any student currently enrolled at the University Puget Sound may 
submit one unpublished poem of not more than 50 lines to the English 
Department Secretary. The student's name must not appear on the poem: 
instead the poem should be submitted in an envelope on the outside of which is 
written the title or the first line of the poem and the author's name. All entries 
must be typed and double-spaced. First Prize: $75; Second Prize: $40; Third 
Prize: $25. 
By Kent Pearson 
It's nice to see people are taking time to read the Trail.. But has anyone tried 
reading the Seattle P-I, the New York Times, or the Wall Street Journal? 
As mentioned in last week's staff editorial, we at UPS have a tendency to block 
ourselves out to the rest of the world. As a result, we tend to take ourselves a bit 
too seriously. 
But we are only 2800 individuals in a city of 140,000 people. Outside of the 
West Coast, whether we at the "Harvard of the West" wish to admit it or not, very 
few people have heard of Puget Sound, let alone a university named after it. 
There is a world Out there beyond 1500 North Warner; a world we often ignore 
while worrying about our GPA, independentJgreek rivalries, and what ASUPS 
enators are doing during their spare time. 
60 It's about time we put this all in perspective. Yes, the university is the biggest, 
most important part of most of our lives right now, and we should take it 
seriously. But we've gone a bit overboard when we get upset over a satirical 
comment in the student newspaper. 
I appreciate the letter regarding last week's Imprints. But as a senior in the 
Honors Program currently working on my thesis, I can honestly say that I have 
never thought of myself as elite. In fact, few of my friends and aquaintances knew I 
was an "Honors Snob" until they saw my name in the Tattler last week. 
Seniors in the honros program are only special in the sense that they are 15 of 
30-plus students who started the program over three years ago. Honors students do 
not deserve their title by being more intelligent than the rest of the student body, 
they simply applied for a program when they were young, naïve freshmen and have 
enjoyed it enough to stick it out. 
Most students who read last week's Imprints realized that it was an attempt to 
make light of a program that often takes itself too seriously. I am glad I made a 
parody of the Honors Program; I was writing in the spirit of fun. 
We appreciate your letters here at the Trail, but please--let's try not to take 
ourselves tc 
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Swimmers Triumph at Nationals 
By Laura Edwards 
Last week the Walter Schroeder Aquatic 
Center in Brown Deer, Wisconsin had no 
difficulty maintaining its reputation as 
one of the country's fastest swimming 
pools. The majority of Logger 
swimmers recorded their personal best 
times and set two national records and 
eight school records. 
The men's three relays placed as high as 
2nd and no lower than 6th in the finals. 
The women followed suit by placing 3rd, 
4th, 6th, 7th, and 7th in five relays. 
They would have walked away with a 1st 
in the 200 medley relay if it were not for 
the Fairmont coach who screamed murder 
and held the race under protest of a false 
start in the final. So the swimmers 
swam the race all over again and the 
Logger relay team of Teri Coleman, J.J. 
Galster, Jill Rutledge, and Stacy Carlson 
finished faster than their previous 
winning time but placed third the second 
time around. 
Most of the seniors ended their careers 
on a positive note. David Haynes 
captured two National titles in the 100 
and 200 butterfly, and set two school  
records. He also placed 3rd in his "off' 
event, the 200 individual medley. 
Of Haynes's swimming Coach Don 
Duncan said, "He was exceptional." 
Rick Watson, the other half of the 
outstanding butterfly duo with Haynes, 
placed 3rd in the 100 butterfly and 4th in 
the 200 butterfly, in which he recorded a 
personal best time. 
"Dave and Rick were beautiful to 
watch," said freshman Jill Rutledge of 
J.J. Gaister and Sue Bendi, the 
powerful 1-2 punch in the 200 
breaststroke at the NAJA National Meet.  
the seniors' inspirational swims. 
Rutledge did not do too bad either. She 
placed 3rd in the 50 freestyle and the 100 
butterfly. In the 200 butterfly she placed 
7th. 
Senior J.J. Galster added a title to her 
outstanding Logger career by winning 
the 100 breaststroke event and earning 
6th place in the 200 individual medley. 
She also finished 2nd in the 200 
breaststoke, an event won by freashman 
teammate Sue Bendl. Bendi avenged her 
losses behind CWU by swimming away 
from the field to win the event in a 
school record time. 
Senior Daryl Ehrenheim, sophomores 
Matt Hougan and John Winider all swam 
well, placing high in all of their events. 
Winkler made an impressive 4 second 
drop off his best time to place 2nd in the 
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200 breast. 
In the men's 400 individual medley, the 
Colorado freshmen trio of Lance 
Trebilcock, Jim Dietz, and Greg Zook 
swam to 3rd, 6th, and 9th places 
respectively. 
Other Loggers who swam well were 
Terrell Cotterell, Gavin Didrichsen, Bob 
Kabacy, Bill Schrader, Teri Coleman, 
Stacy Carlson, Maureen Corrigan and 
Laura Wackwitz. Overall, the women's 
team placedsixth place and the men's 
team placed fourth. 
Pleased with his team's efforts, Coach 
Duncan said, "It was a super meet, one 
of the fastest ever." Only Five members 
will be graduating from this nineteen 
member squad and Duncan is, no doubt, 
looking forward to the next year's 
nationals. 
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WE SPECIALIZE IN RABBIT REPAIR 
The outstanding butterfly duo of seniors Rick Watson and David Haynes proudly 
show their awards for the 100 butterfly earned at the 1987 NAJA Nationals. 
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their second problem. The next game 
will be held at Western on April 4. The 
team will be practincing over the break 
and hopes to improve on both defense 
and offense. 
The first problem may not go away. 
Within that one problem of not field to 
paly on, the team has little recognition 
as an individual team. Coach, co-captian 
and player, Barb Farrar says, "It has been 
happening to us since it (the UPS club) 
was created. When people hear about 
how the Lacrosse team is doing they 
think mens, there is a mens AND a 
womens team. Our equipment keeps 
going to the men's team." 
The team cannot afford much of their 
equipment to go the men's team, they do 
not have extra money to spare. They are 
funded by ASUPS but that doesn't cover 
everything that is needed. Their goalie 
right now is under protected. She has a 
helmet that is below adequate standards 
and she has no throat guard. 
see LACROSSE page 12 
By Kathy Hedges 
With no field to call their own the 
women's Lacrosse team did their best to 
host the Seattle Club, Western 
Washington and University of 
Washington this past weekend. 
The weekend had 2 major upsets for the 
team. The first upset came when the 
team found out they had no field to play 
the games on. With three teams 
planning to arrive for games on Sunday 
the Loggers were in a quandry. 
The second upset came after the games 
were played. The Loggers were defeated 
by the Seattle club 4-16 and Western 
Washington 5-7. For such a young 
team, 80% of the players are in their first 
year, the play has been good. Against 
the Seattle Club, a team that consists of 
women who have played for years, the 
Loggers did outstanding against the more 
experienced team. 
With almost threee weeks before their 
next game the team hopes to eleviate 
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By Amy S. McNichols, Captain 
Women's Crew Team 
Thanks to an abundance of media 
coverage, the crew team is 
well-recognized and well-pleased about it. 
With all this publicity, you might be 
wondering just what it is that makes a 
rower row. After all, Varsity goes out 
every morning at 5 am rain, shine 
(ha-ain't no sun at 5 am) or snow-yes, 
snow and ice too. So what's the catch? 
Well there are many great books and 
articles out on the philosophy of rowing 
(The Shell Game, Stephen Kiesling,is 
FANTASTIC!) , so I'm not going to 
philosophize too much. What I'd like to 
relay is a bit of the spirit of the sport 
and, in particular, what it does for people 
like me. 
I am aware of each athlete's conviction 
that his/her sport is "the best"---that said, 
please grant me the indulgence to 
announce that crew is truly the best 
sport. Every sport gives you a kind of 
"high"-that which naturally accompanies 
an invigorating work-out or a feat 
well-executed. The type of feat the rower 
strives to accomplish is called "the 
perfect glide" brought about by the 
propulsion of 'the perfect stroke". 
The agony and tension of a thousand 
lousy strokes are all made worthwile by 
the glide of a single, perfect stroke. 
Once you experience it, you never forget 
what it feels like. All your energy and 
concentraton goes into placing your body 
and mind in the exact frame of being as 
when you rowed that stroke. 
In other words, rowing demands total 
immersion of mind in the string of 
minute actions and reactions that make 
up each stroke. Often times, when the 
coxwain hollers "way-enough!" (stop!), I 
don't recall exactly where I am. I shake  
my head, look around, and smile 
sheepishly at the. coach who tells me to 
close my mouth or I might catch a 
mammoth mosquito (concentration 
requires an open mouth in my book). 
Which reminds me-our coach, Kim 
Heggerness is a true comedienne. At 98 
lbs. (with 3 full layers of sweats) and 
standing 5 feet tall, she insists that her 
size is "average". For being average, she 
sure packs a powerfull bellow-I want 
more power!"-when she sees you dying 
off. 
A friend of mine once told me that what 
most pleases a coach is for his/her 
coachee to pass-out from exertion at the 
end of a race. I can't help recalling with 
some alarm, however, the Japanese 
Olymipic Crew that rowed their race at 
such a high cadence (50 strokes/minute) 
that they all died of heart attacks back at 
the dock. They didn't even win the race! 
Nevertheless, I drive myself (we row at a 
much lower stroke rate, I might add) as 
intensely as I can. No regrets after the 
work-out, 110% energy and 
concentration. 
It takes guts AND glide to move a 
boat; gut-wrenching power and smooth 
style. It's not uncommon to have the 
lightweights (130 lbs. or less-women; 
155 lbs. or less - men) beat out the 
Openweights (no weight restrictions) in 
a practice racing piece (about 1-2 
miles). The trick is to have the smoothe 
style that comes with sharp bladeworle 
in addition to the power. Crew is not 
just a brat sport-it's an art. 
Come watch us race at the Greenlake 
Spring Regatta, March 21 or on our 
home course at the Daffodil Regatta on 
April 11, and begin to understand a little 
more of why crew is truly the best sport. 
As well keep an eye out in the next 
Trail for more on a the inside life of 
crew. 
Sports in Brief 
Swim team ulaces among the best at Nationals: The women's 
team finished in sixth place, while the men placed fourth this past weekend at 
NAIA Nationals in Brown Deer, Wisconsin. David Haynes gained All-American 
status when he broke the 50 second barrier in the 100 butterfly with a time of 
49.79. This time set a new NAIA mark. Sue Bendle set a school record in the 
200 breastroke and Senior J.J. Gaister took the title in the 100 breastroke. 
Baseball unset in weekend via Friday the team finally met up with 
PLU after Tuesdays game had been called due to rain. UPS took an early lead, 
but PLU caught up in the 8th inning and took the game 12-10. Against 
Concordia the team fell twice 203 and 8-12. On Sunday the team still had no 
luck and lost to Lewis and Clark 5-14. Wednesday the team was to host PLU to 
another game, but once again the game was called due to rain. This weekend the 
Loggers host George Fox College to a doubleheader at 1 pm Saturday, March 14. 
Track team heads to Salzman Relays: From Competing at the 
University of Washington Indoor/Outdoor meet the Loggers will head to PLU 
Saturday to compete in the 17th Salzman Relays. The meet will include 12 
teams from the Northwest area. The meet will begin 11:30 on Saturday 
morning. 
Women's Lacrosse come off 2 tpuh games this nast weekend: 
Sunday the women's team played 2 games. In the first game against the Seattle 
Club the team was out scored 4-16. In the second game against Western 
Washington the team had a good game; yet, lost 5-7. The next game on 
schedule is an away game at Western April 4. 
Softball onener rained out: Wednesday afternoon the UPS softball team 
were to go to Green River Community College for a scrimmage game; however, 
the rain did not cease. The game was called and has not been rescheduled at this 
time. The team is young this year with only 7 letterwinners returning this year. 
The coaches are optimistic and feel they have a better hitting team this year 
compared to last years squad. The up coming season for the team includes 26 
games, 5 of which are home games. The next game on the women's schedule is 
after break when the team travels to Klamath Falls, Oregon March 28 and 29. 
Crew comnetition begins this week: This Saturday the 1987 season 
for the UPS crew team will begin. Saturday the team heads to Seattle to take 
part in the Greenlake Spring Regatta. The team is scheduled for a home regatta 
April 11 for the Daffodil Regatta. 
Golf team starts off season after break: The UPS golf team will 
begin their 1987 March 26, Thursday, after spring break. The match will be 
against Tacoma Community College and PLU at Oakbrook at 12:30. The team 
has 2 letterwinners returning, they are Scott Claeys and team captain Greg 
Gerson. 
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Lacrosse 
continued from page 11 
The members do pay dues, and have 
received some donations. The team 
would like to find a sponsor, but again, 
their sex comes into play. A women's 
game is not perceived to be as exciting 
or to have as much action, to the 
unfamiliar observer, as a men's game. 
Farrar said the team is unable to find a 
sponsor. 
Political work: WA Fair Share is working for affordable 
health care and a Federal Budget that focuses on human 
needs not corporate greed. W.F.S. is seeking articulate 
people with political experience to work on our grassroots 
outreach and fundraising staff. Training, Travel and 
Advancement opportunities in national network. HRS 
1:30-10pm, M-F, $11-14,00/yr, E.O.E. Call 272-1127. 
Dorri's Typing 
& 
Editing Service 
Typing: $11 page 
Editing: $5! hour 
Dorri Heroux, B.S. MS. 
Phone 472-2823 
5228 S Park Ave 
Finally, the team has no official 
coach. Barb Farrar, who coaches the 
team, is a player in her second year. She 
said she is "frustrated with the school, 
but impressed with the improvements 
the team has made." 
The next home game will be May 8. 
Where? The team is not sure. When they 
find out, we'll let you know. 
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Opening for the STARS 
IM Champs to T-Dome 
By Liz Clark 
"We'll bleed to death if necessary to 
win," said Eric Gilbertson, manager of 
the F.C. Harrington Soccer Team. 
The team will play against PLU for the 
intramural co-ed soccer championships. 
The game will be played in the Tacoma 
Dome, Sunday March 29, before the 
Stars-L.A. Lazers game. Kick off will 
be at 1:30 pm. 
"To get where we are our team has had 
to overcome alot of adversity," said 
Gilbertson. 
During the season the team beat three 
out of the four teams in its league. In 
the end tho they beat the team they lost 
to in overtime in the first round of the 
playoffs. To gain the UPS 
championship title they beat the Hosers 
in five overtimes. 
In regards to the members of the team 
Gilbertson had to say "We're a bunch of 
ordinary, hard working people that are 
about to see their dreams come true. 
This is probably as close as any of us 
will get to playing in the major 
leagues." 
The team encourages everyone to come 
out and cheer them on. Tickets are 
$5.25 and that is half price off the 
regular admission. Tickets can be 
purchased by calling Eric Gilbertson at 
X4 181.  
! 
Baseball has 
a no --- win 
weekend 
By Kathy Hedges 
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Slide Presentation, Thursday, March 12th, 12 noon 
SUB 201 North and South 
Finally the baseball team was able to 
host FLU to a game. The game took 
place Friday afternoon. 
The Lutes quickly took lead 8-2. With 
the strong defense at shortstop and 
uncontested runs by Darrin Sato the 
Loggers took a 10-8 lead in the bottom 
of the 8th inning. 
PLU then struck 2 earned and 2 
unearned runs. The Lutes took the game 
12-10. Eric Weaver led the Loggers with 
4 hits. Mike Follett and Darrin Sato 
each had 3 hits. 
The Loggers did not fair well on the 
road this past weekend. In the first day 
of games at the Rainmaker Classic in 
Portland met Concordia in a 
doubleheader. The game ended in a 
sweep for Concordia who won 3-2 and 
12-8. 
In the first game both teams had little 
offense, each team with only 4 hits. In 
the second game UPS had good pitching 
by Darrell Nakano who only allowed 1 
earned run in 6 innings. 
During the second game the Loggers 
were hurt by a number of errors. The 
Cavaliers got 10 hits and scored a dozen 
of runs. Early in the game the Cavaliers 
took lead and the Loggers were unable to 
catch up. 
On Sunday the Loggers started out well 
keeping Lewis and Clark shut down 
offensively. The Pioneers soon got their 
offense going an hit 3 home runs in one 
inning for a total of 5 for the game. The 
game ended with the Pioneers in lead 
14-5. 
Each week the Logger coaching staff 
will be selecting one player as the 
"player of the week". This weeks player 
is Darrin Sato. This weekend Sato 
played strong defense for UPS and 
collected 3 hits in the PLU game. Sato 
is a Senior infielder from Alea, Hawaii. 
This weekend the Loggers will host 
George Fox college for a doubleheader. 
The games will start at 1. 
On Sunday the team will Travel to 
Portland for a single game against Lewis 
and Clark. On the road again the team 
will travel to Klamath Falls on Tuesday 
with a doubleheader against O.I.T.. 
Back home the Loggers will host 
Skagit Valley C.C. on Thursday and 
WWU on Friday. 
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We don't think the University should only meet the trustees halfway 
on this awful Jones Circle parking thing. Simply threatening students 
with Bill's handiwork can't give the trustees the security of knowing 
they can, at any time, fill the entire circle with Jaguars. 
We think that Plant should branch out the office of the Gift 
Processor by erecting a fotomat-type building to which trustees could 
easily drive up, grant an endowment or two, and not have to worry 
about parking in Jones at all. 
That way, the trustees could have the full enjoyment of not allowing 
the students to park near the buildings they occupy daily, without 
omplicating the enjoyment with justification. 
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Responsibility key to issue 
Loss hassles all 
Staff Editorial 
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It stands to reason that those elected to ASB offices have, in essence, received the 
campus stamp of approval. We trust these elected officials with the disbursment of 
our $100 student government fee (approximately $300,000) as well as with club 
budgeting policies, reforms in student services, and management of the day-to-day 
operations of student government. 
Equally, we trust them with keys -- keys to every ASUPS office in the Union, 
some of which even members of the Dean of Students Offices do not have. The 
president and vice president each have a set, and there is a set of ASUPS masters in 
the ASB office, presumably for those who need access to offices when neither the vice 
president nor the president is at hand. 
So it seems harmless enough that ASB office personnel and the two executives 
have access to all student-sponsored offices, until some of the keys get lost. And 
that's just what happened this week. The result? If they aren't found very, very soon, 
all of the locks and keys affected will have to be replaced. 
That's a lot of keys, a lot of money for all the labor and time involved and the 
cutting of new keys. That's a lot of time the students who use those offices on a daily 
basis will have to spend waiting for new locks and new keys, and getting security 
admits while they wait. 
We could cast aspersions on our leaders' responsibilities, on the reliability of their 
actions. But that isn't the point. Anyone can lose a keychain. In the long run, one 
specific person's forgetfulness isn't as important as the potential disaster that 
forgetfulness can cause. 
It would be best if the keys turned up soon, if someone who didn't know whose 
they were when they picked them up will turn them in to Security or to the ASB 
office immediately. But if not, and new keys must be in the works, we have a 
suggestion: try to eliminate the human error factor. Give the execs keys to their own 
offices, but keep masters only as an office set in ASB and and office set in the Dean 
of Students office. That way, if someone in the future drops a keychain -- easy enough 
to do -- it won't be chaotic for ALL offices in the building. S 
exism not dead 
By Amy Stephenson 
Last week was National Women's History Week, and I didn't get the chance to go 
to the excellent series of events presented by the Feminist Student Union and the 
Women's Studies Program. I was fairly sad about that, but most of the other people I 
know weren't that interested. It seems from my observations that most people are not 
too enthusiastic about women's history or issues of feminism. I'd like to hope that's 
because it's ceased to be remarkable that a woman can achieve as well as a man, but I 
doubt it. 
Sexism is no longer as blatant and powerful a force in our society as it used to be, 
but the fact of its weakness is not the fact of its eradication. Prejudice is still strong 
in our workplaces, our schools, our families, and our government. Women are 
astronauts, judges, doctors, lawyers, professors, company presidents, and student 
leaders, but their passage through social barriers has not entirely destroyed those 
barners. 
Sexism is not just denying a woman a job because a man, though less qualified, is 
applying for it. It is not just denying a woman equal pay for her work because she is 
female. It is those things, and more. 
Sexism is voting for a candidate just because the other candidate is a woman. 
It is voting for a candidate just because the other candidate is a man. 
Sexism is mandating that girls take home ec and boys take shop because that's 
what boys and girls do. 
It is saying that aggressive men are powerful, aggressive women are bitchy. 
It is being amused when a man swears and shocked when a woman does. 
Sexism is praising strength by saying someone "had the balls to do" something. 
Sexism is leaving the dishes in the sink or the laundry in the hamper on the 
assumption that one of the women in the house will wash them. 
It is assuming that a man will kill the spiders because that's a man's job. 
Sexism is listening to an upset woman tell you she is angry at you, and then 
saying "oh, you must be premenstrual." 
Sexism is assuming that a man who dresses stylishly, wears pastels, or acts any 
way other than gruff and animalistic is gay -- thus insisting that effeminacy and 
homosexuality are necessarily bad. 
As long as the little tokens of sexism exist, as long as anyone takes gender into 
account when making a qualitative decision about someone, ours is still a sexist 
society. As long as testicles are the measure of worth, nobody -- not any man, not 
any woman -- is liberated. Equality is for everybody; where there is prejudice, there is 
no equality. 
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Thesis story 
shows elitists 
To: Mr. Kent Pearson 
Re: "Imprints,' 3/5/87 
As a freshman member of the Honors 
Program in 1982, I and my program 
colleagues were labelled as elitist, and 
considered by some to be favorites of 
Pres. Phibbs. While Jon Blitz was the 
principal instigator, the same sentiments 
could be felt across the campus. Those 
feelings had subsided, but now the 
"Imprints" column smacks of the very 
elitism of which we were accused. 
Yes, the preparation and completion of 
an Honors thesis is an arduous and 
rewarding process, but no more so than 
the research undertaken in the sciences. 
This is my area of specialty, and I can 
assure you that quite a few students 
outside the Honors Program are actively 
engaged in time-consuming research that 
will lead to a thesis presentation. We 
sweat, we pull our hair, but we go 
unrecognized. Swing by Thompson Hall 
late one evening or on a weekend, and 
you'll find us there. And while that 
"special group of seniors" gets an hour 
to communicate their research, we who 
participate in the Undergraduate Research 
Symposium have only 15 minutes. As 
an extra treat, most of the faculty that 
comes to the symposium are actively 
interested. 
The Honors Program is nice, but it is 
not anything special. Any program that 
is taken too seriously becomes a 
self-parody. 
Sincerely, 
Danial L. Hocson 
Vandalism 
ruins evening 
Resorting to the power of the press we 
are turning to you. 
Last thursday evening we walked 
through rain and wind in pursuit of 
entertainment in the SUB's Rendezvous. 
Our intention was to drink Cellar 
Espresso, shoot pool and listen to many 
Bon Jovi songs. However upon inquiry 
at the info booth, where advertisements 
for the Rendezvous are displayed, we 
were informed that pool equipment is no 
longer being rented out. 
We understand that vandalism in the 
Rendezvous is the cause of this 
inconvenience. It is our theory that the 
current atmosphere of the Rendezvous 
In future, letters to the editor must be 
typewritten and no longer than 300 
words, and must be received in the Trail 
office by noon Tuesday for Thursday 
publication. Handwritten letters will not 
be printed. Unsigned letters will not be 
printed. Letters will be printed as 
submitted, with no corrections of 
original errors.  
encourages these horrendous activities. It 
appears to us an empty room was taken 
and a few games thrown in with no 
thought of placement or theme for the 
room. This setting lends itself to a 
"create-your-own" type of atmosphere. 
Our suggestion is that the adjoining 
doors between the Cellar and the 
Rendezvous be opened in the evening, 
and some inexpensive positive 
atmospheric decor be added to the room, 
such as in the Cellar. 
Furthermore, we are perplexed as to 
why students are required to pay for the 
use of the pooi table, as no electricity is 
required for its use. 
If the administration wishes the 
"Union" to be a center of student activity 
they should put more effort and thought 
into making it an enjoyable place to be. 
Two disappointed, hard-rockin' yuppie 
pool sharks. 
(Names withheld by request) 
Thompson 
tours in future 
An open letter to Mr. Danial L. 
• Hocson and friends. 
Dear Mr. Hocson, 
Thank you for your letters (one 
personal, one in the Trail) regarding th 
Freshman Advisor's Assistant campw 
tour. Your point about Thompson Hall 
was well taken. I am now in the process 
of revising program materials for 
Freshman Orientation 1987, and will 
incorporate your suggestion. 
Let me take this opportunity also to 
thank you and hundreds of community-
spirited students like you who have 
assisted freshmen in their first week at 
the University. The vital work of the 
Freshman Advisor's Assistant has been 
remarkable for its high quality over the 
years, and the more remarkable for the 
willingness of Assistants to perform 
their tasks as volunteers. We are 
currently seeking volunteers for this 
position for the coming fall, and we 
would be gratified to receive applications 
from students like you who clearly take 
the program so seriously. Once again, 
thanks both for your help and for your 
suggestions. 
Sincerely, 
Jack Roundy, Director 
Office of Academic Advising 
AIDS letter 
mislays blame 
Adam Waalkes' letter about AIDS 
named AIDS as the "result of a 
problem," rather than the "root of the 
problem," implying that AIDS is a 
symptom of the societal disease of 
sexual immorality. This is not so. AIDS 
is a disease. To describe it as a symptom 
due to a social ill is to ascribe to a 
physical objective fact a subjective moral 
bias. People do this all the time -- it is  
impossible to eliminate personal values 
from evaluation (the importance of 
values is intrinsic to the word itself). 
However, it is extremely dangerous to 
disguise evaluation under the name of 
observation. 
To observe that Acquired Immune 
Defficiency Syndrome is devastating 
many lives, that it is transmitted mainly 
through sexual contact, and that it has 
reached epidemic proportions and is 
quickly becoming our primary health 
concern is perfectly rational and valid; to 
attribute these events to a societal lapse 
of correct sexual morality (not just of 
disease-preventive sexual practices) is 
quite another story. 
We all evaluate situations such as the 
AIDS epidemic by bringing in our 
personal perspectives and morals, so 
understandably and unfortunately, some 
of us may arrive at the conclusion that 
AIDS is the product of societal 
immorality, transmitted through im-
moral sexual practices (such as 
promiscuity or homosexuality), rather 
than that it's a fatal virus transmitted 
through contaminated bodily fluids. 
The difference between these two 
conclusions is astronomical. The first is 
a decidedly biased interpretation of an 
objective fact, attempting to pass for an 
objective explanation; the second is an 
empirical description of the facts about 
AIDS, and obviously in danger of being 
tainted (as the previous conclusion was) 
by individual morays which mislead 
people into making value judgments 
where they have no place. 
The closing remark of Adam Waalkes' 
letter says that if our society matures in 
its sexual morays, "not all that has come 
from this terrible epidemic will be bad." 
This sounds familiar; many people who 
depend on religion for their moral 
justification say that AIDS is the wrath 
of god upon sexual deviants and that 
therefore their suffering is a deserved 
punishment. Even the seemingly more 
benign statement (by Adam) that at least 
the tragedy of AIDS will get people to 
change their sexual mores is similarly a 
frightening abstraction that tolerates 
untold amounts of suffering for some 
perception of righteousness. In terms of 
human lives and suffering, any "benefit" 
presumably derivable from AIDS, or the 
holocaust, or any such devastation, is 
completely meaningless. 
Distinguishing between reality and the 
personal abstraction thereof is crucial and 
necessary if we hope to rationally cope 
with our problems. 
Adriana Craciun 
Statistics used 
slant editorial 
Dear Amy and Company, and 
especially Andy Thibault, 
First of all, I would like to commend 
you for a good editorial on the death 
penalty. I, too, am opposed to the death 
penalty. You make a good case for 
Amnesty International and against the 
death penalty. I am pleased to hear that 
Amnesty International is active in 
preventing torture in America as well as 
in foreign lands. 
Now for the bad news. Much as I 
respect you for writing that editorial, it 
is precisely propaganda like this that has 
kept me from ever joining an 
organization like Amnesty. In too many 
cases, especially in literature from 
organizations like yours, statistics and 
case histories are chosen to get across a 
particular viewpoint without regard to 
the ways in which they distort the truth. 
As I said, I am opposed to the death 
penalty. I agree that it is not a good 
deterrent. But nothing else has proven to 
be. Would you suggest that we return to 
the practice of cutting of the offending 
hand? Or should we just put them away 
for life with no hope of parole (which is 
see DEATH page 16 
AIDS letter 
too moralistic 
We all remember those T.V. 
evangelists who, when the first cases of 
AIDS were reported, welcomed the 
disease as god's punishment for the sin 
of homosexuality. These bigots, from 
the presumed safety of their pulpits, 
made the common error of confusing a 
correlative relationship with a causal 
one. AIDS is not caused by homo-
sexuality or promiscuity any more than 
colds are caused by breathing. AIDS is a 
disease, one which is spread through the 
exchange of bodily fluids such as blood 
and semen. AIDS is not an effect of any 
particular sexual practice or lifestyle, 
though it can be contracted through 
sexual contact with infected persons, just 
as colds are often acquired by breathing 
germ-filled air. 
The evangelists and their flocks 
thought AIDS to be a divine purge of 
undesirables from our society, and 
therefore hailed the disease as a gift from 
god -- until, of course, they realized that 
their own heterosexual, god-fearing 
children were also at risk of contracting 
the so-called "gay plague." Since it is 
see AIDS page 16 
Senator says 
SPURS OK 
Anyone who attended open forum 
during senate elections will recall the 
question addressed to me regarding my 
involvement (or, more accurately, my 
lack there-of) in SPURS. My on-the-
spot reply has been interpreted as a 
scathing judgement of SPURS as a 
worthless organization. The intent of 
this letter is to dispel that idea. 
Mr. Kean's concern about my 
irresponsibility was quite legitimate. I 
attended only one meeting, which I left 
early, and instead of courteously 
see SPURS page 16 
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j continued from page 15 
now generally acknowledged that AIDS 
can be spread through heterosexual as 
well as homosexual contact, even the 
most vehemently homophobic former 
champions of the disease have called for 
such measures as increased education and 
the availability of condoms, albeit only 
as a means to prevent the spread of AIDS 
into their own segregated groups. 
That is why Adam Waalke's letter in 
last week's Trail so shocked and appalled 
me. Mr. Waalke tries, as did the 
evangelists mentioned above, to turn a 
deadly disease into a mere tool to be used 
to condemn a lifestyle he finds 
distasteful. Mr. Waalke expresses the 
hope that the growing AIDS epidemic 
will scare our society out of its 
promiscuous ways. If this occurs, he 
asserts, then "not all that has come from 
this terrible epidemic will be bad." This 
is like saying that the Holocaust was not 
all bad because it showed the world the  
dangers of institutionalized bigotry. In 
each case, what is supposedly "not all 
bad" is the tremendous loss of human 
life. 
AIDS is killing people. Our first 
priority should be to prevent its further 
spread while we search for a cure. 
It is true, as Mr. Waalke says, that 
"[i]f people were more conservative in 
their sexual habits the disease would not 
have spread so incredibly rapidly." That 
is why "high risk groups" such as gay 
men in San Francisco have turned to 
mongamy and safe sex practices (such as 
the use of condoms and the avoidance of 
fisting) in such astounding numbers. We 
must, however, stop moaning about how 
degenerate we all are and begin to take 
positive action to arrest this epidemic. 
As the line betwen high and low risk 
groups becomes increasingly blurred, we 
must all become aware of the ways to 
prevent the spread of AIDS, rather than 
accept AIDS as god's will or the natural 
fate of a promiscuous society. 
Brett Reid Parker 
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SPURS 
continued from page 15 
resigning I merely quit corresponding 
with SPURS and avoided paying dues. 
Obviously, my determination that 
SPURS was ' not worth my time " was a 
personal assessment of how I prefer to 
spend my time. For students interested in 
activities and leadership in volunteer 
service on and off campus, SPURS is an 
international service organization with 
Death 
continued from page 15 
exactly how many Death Row convicts 
presently live)? Or is it better to just let 
them out in five to ten years? To any 
moderately sane person (and I am not 
about to get into my feelings on the 
Insanity Plea), the threat of death would 
be more of a deterrent then amputation of 
mere imprisonment, even if it is not a 
very good one. 
As to the method of the death 
question, I have no ready answer for that. 
The only thing I can say is that someone 
who committed a crime bad enough to be 
sentenced to Death Row probably 
deserves to suffer somewhat. Where they 
are going, be it Heaven or Hell, it is not 
going to matter if they were in pain at 
death. Now, do not jump at me with a 
statement like, "What about the innocent 
who were wrongly sentenced?" If they 
were wrongly sentenced, that is the 
judiciary system's problem, not the 
prison system's. Start blaming those 
who are really at fault. The method of 
death brings up one of my biggest 
problems with the death penalty . There 
needs to be some method of killing 
without human intervention -- I know I 
7 
great potential. Members like Rebecca 
Saulsbury, Kay Raider, and Kathleen 
Wong have put in a lot of time to build 
the effectiveness and reputation of 
SPURS. I hope a quality group of 
sophomores take the chance to continue 
what has been started. 
My sincere apologies and best wishes 
to SPURS. 
Shelby Wright 
Senator-at-Large 
could not live with Vie thought that 
maybe, just maybe, I was the one to kill 
him. 
The thing which really got me to 
write this letter, though, were the 
statistics which you quoted. I am sure 
your statistics were accurate, but they 
distort the truth. You say that 75% of 
the blacks executed had killed whites. So 
what? Over 75% of the population is 
white! That is a useless statistic. As is 
the one saying that 77% of all Death 
Row inmates had killed whites. 
Similarly, I wonder how much the 
U.S.'s population increased in 1985. 
More than 1.5% would you say? If so, 
then the number of murders per capita 
may have gone down, which would show 
that the death penalty might be a 
deterrent after all. 
In summary, I suppose I would just 
like to have everyone read this. If more 
people were aware of just what is valid 
data put out by any organization of this 
type, maybe the organizations would 
change their approach. Once again, let 
me say I have nothing against Amnesty 
International or any organization of its 
type -- just the methods they use to get 
their points across. 
Jim Drew 
